BEHIND THE SCENES

The genesis of the idea came last September, during an interview with Matt Holliday about
serious matters like sunflower seeds, walk-up music and his favorite TV show, “The Office.”
Fast-forward to this spring, and “Office” cast member Ellie Kemper is waxing nostalgic for
Cardinals Magazine about her St. Louis roots and all-things-Cardinal when she warms up to a
suggestion.
Wouldn’t it be exciting if Holliday could play a walk-on role in a future episode?
Hmmm. Holliday in Hollywood.
“Oh, my gosh! A super hot-delivery guy,” Kemper envisioned, “a strong, athletic type” that
character Phyllis Vance (St. Louisan Phyllis Smith) can’t resist when he shows up at Dunder Mifflin.
Enter castmate Jenna Fischer, a star on the NBC hit comedy since 2005, who got behind the
idea while sharing her own stories with the magazine about her passionate loyalty to the Cardinals,
thanks to her St. Louis upbringing.
And if not a Holliday-Phyllis romance, Fischer thought, perhaps everyone could do lunch –
“come to the set, or whatever” – the next time the club made it to L.A.
With the cooperation of NBC and a fortuitous National League schedule, that’s exactly what
happened when the Cardinals arrived in Tinseltown for a four-game September series, as Holliday,
his wife, Leslee, and fellow “Office” fanatic David Freese headed to the show’s set, where cast and
crew were filming the Halloween episode for the ninth and final season.
“I am so excited, and I can’t believe it!” Kemper gushed by email the night before the big day.
“Jenna and Phyllis and I are giddy!”
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Freese also emailed later that evening, obviously
pumped about the visit – as well as a much-needed
2-1 win over the Dodgers.
“Excited about being there! Gonna be a good
time!”
It would be a Friday none of us will forget.
Here’s how the day, Sept. 14, unfolded:
10:15 a.m.: David and Matt emerge from
the lobby of the team hotel wearing similar plaid
shirts. “You’d think they actually coordinated
outfits the night before, wouldn’t you?” remarks
Leslee. Hey, it’s a big day – go for it, guys.
10:20: We pile into the car, and David plays
GPS man in the passenger seat. After missing the
first turn – David definitely should keep his day
job – we wind up at the “Father of the Bride”
house, which happens to be nearby. Matt can’t
believe it looks the same as it did in the 1991
movie.
10:30: Matt and Leslee are in the backseat
reading Jenna’s interview in Cardinals Magazine.
Matt is cracking up about the idea of making him
Phyllis’ romantic interest. David wants to be an
extra on the show. Get them an agent!
10:45: The guys are reciting lines from their
favorite episodes. If only somebody were filming
this. It’s like “Oprah and Gayle’s Road Trip.”
11:05: We arrive at the set, and someone
is snapping pictures as everyone walks in. Who
tipped off the paparazzi? Score a point for David –
he informs us it’s the photographer who was hired
to capture all of the images from the day.
11:10: Phyllis, dressed as a cheerleader for the
episode, is the first cast member to meet the guys.
Matt gives her a big bear hug. Phyllis is over the
moon.
11:12: Leslie David Baker (Stanley Hudson),
dressed as a wizard, comes over to greet everyone,
and already the guys are having a blast.
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11:15: Ellie (Erin Hannon) rushes over in
an adorable dog costume. She’s freaking out that
this is really happening, especially on a day the
entire cast is filming. David and Matt introduce
themselves, and she excitedly responds, “Yes, I
know!” She congratulates them on their win over
the Dodgers the night before, adding, “It is such
an honor to meet you all!”
11:18: Brian Baumgartner (Kevin Malone),
dressed as Charlie Brown, and Angela Kinsey
(Angela Martin), dressed as a very regal First Lady,
greet the guys. Baumgartner presents them with
breath mints that are supposed to be fake pills, and
deadpans, “There’s no more drug testing the rest
of the year, you’re totally fine.” The guys get a kick
out of his sense of humor.
11:20: Group picture with Baumgartner,
Kinsey, Kemper, Smith, Freese and the Hollidays.
Baumgartner shouts, “Anyone got a Dodgers hat?”
11:25: Phyllis takes David to her desk on the
set and shows him the stuffed mini-Fredbird that
sits front and center. David is clearly impressed
with her Cardinals love.
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12:05: The producers let Matt and David
“slate” the next scene. Matt gets the honor of
holding the slate, and is instructed to say, loudly,
“Scene 41, Take 1.” He delivers, to the extent that
he might have a future as a WWE announcer in
his next career.

11:30: David takes a seat at Phyllis’ desk,
while Matt sits behind him at Rainn Wilson’s
(Dwight Schrute) desk. They look right at home at
Dunder Mifflin.
Caption this: “Dave, boss is requesting the latest
Q3 reports.”
“Matt, dude, I’m busy checking Facebook. Ask
me after lunch!”

12:10: Sitting in the green room, the guys
sign T-shirts, bobbleheads and copies of Cardinals
Magazine for the cast. Ben Silverman, executive
producer and former NBC co-chairman of
entertainment, gets autographed Holliday and
Freese bobbleheads to put on his desk.

11:35: David and Matt spot Creed Bratton
(Creed Bratton) at his desk and introduce
themselves. Wonder if they knew he was a member
of the Grass Roots back in the ’60s?

12:15: Intently watching the monitors as the
cast films a scene, the guys can’t stop laughing at
Baumgartner’s ad-libs. Meanwhile, Oscar Nunez
(Oscar Martinez) stops by the green room in
costume. The sight of a dinosaur offering batting
advice to two All-Stars is a hoot.

11:40: Phyllis shows Matt and David the
conference room, site of many taped “Office”
documentary confessions. Matt is smiling like a
kid who’s walking on the field at Busch Stadium
for the first time.
11:45: David and Matt take turns sitting in
Michael Scott’s old office. A member of the props
department arrives when it appears David may
have knocked out part of a Halloween window
decoration. Can’t take him anywhere.

12:30: Matt and David tour the warehouse set
and sit in on an editing session. Several members
of the writing staff stop by for pictures. The set is
abuzz with excited baseball fans!

11:50: Jenna (Pam Halpert) makes her
entrance dressed as a princess doctor and
immediately hits it off with the guys. She shares
a story about how her mom works at The Magic
House (in the St. Louis suburb of Kirkwood).
Matt says, “I drive by it every day!” David wants
to know if the big slide is still there, while Jenna
explains that the property has been expanded to
the size of three mansions. David says, “It was huge
when I was 5!”
11:55: Group picture with the guys and the
cast, minus Ed Helms (Andy Bernard), who had
already finished taping his scenes. On the count
of three, Massachusetts native John Krasinski (Jim
Halpert) shouts, “Go Sox!” to big laughs.
Noon: Baumgartner yells, “OK, if you beat
the Dodgers last night, get off my set! I don’t walk
all over your field when you’re at work!” Matt and
David are in hysterics.
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12:35: Well, most of them are. The set
designer asks Matt if he’s pitching tonight. Leslee
quickly puts him at ease: “It’s OK. (Roy) Halladay
and Holliday sound the same.” Matt laughs.

1:40: The guys are signing some of Jenna’s
own memorabilia, plus items to be auctioned
for charity. Jenna admits she is beyond jittery in
the presence of the World Series champs. “I feel
like such a weirdo, I’m so nervous!” she exclaims.
David and Matt could not be more down-to-earth,
but, hey, we get it!

12:45: The boys’ eyes light up like it’s
Christmas when they spot Dwight’s Pontiac Trans
Am in the set parking lot. David asks me to take
pictures with his cell phone.

2:00: After last-minute goodbyes and pictures,
we’re headed back to the team hotel. David
and Matt talk about how the experience was
so amazing, that everyone was so hilarious and
genuine. Too bad there wasn’t more time. But, of
course, they have a game to play.

12:50: Lunchtime! A catered spread of
barbecue, pizza, salads and more. Matt and Leslee
sit next to Phyllis and co-executive producer Teri
Weinberg, while Ellie, David and Jenna sit across
from them.

***

1:00: Matt and Leslee show Jenna and Ellie
pictures of their kids (Jackson, 8, Ethan, 5, and
Gracyn, 2). Matt jokes that his daughter thinks
David is her boyfriend. A few minutes later, Jenna
brings her 1-year-old son, Weston, over to meet
the guys.

Obviously, it wasn’t just another day at “The
Office” – not for anyone on that set or in our
group. Nor was it a normal day in Hollywood,
where executives are rushed, times get changed and
things rarely go as scripted. But this day could not
have gone more smoothly or been more enjoyable,
especially for some St. Louis TV celebrities and
Cardinals baseball stars.
“I am so glad everyone had a great time, and
it was such a pleasure spending time with all
of you,” Weinberg emailed the next day. “It’s
always important to us that friends and fans can
come and play with us and leave with lasting
memories.”
Rare indeed. But then again, we know about
rare.
It’s called Game 6.

1:25: Back on the set, the photographer wants
to take pictures of David giving a signed copy
of Cardinals Magazine to Phyllis. I tell David to
say, “Phyllis, you’re so dreamy!” as he hands over
the magazine. David almost gets through the line
before cracking up. Phyllis starts snorting with
laughter, in a typical Phyllis reaction.

St. Louis native Jessica Radloff covers
entertainment for Glamour Magazine.
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